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ABSTRACT
GREEN is a stateless queue-management algorithm that re-
moves TCP's bias against connections with longer round-
trip times, resulting in a high degree of fairness while main-
taining high link utilization, low packet loss, and short queue
sizes. GREEN applies the knowledge of the steady-state be-
havior of TCP connections to drop packets proactively, thus
preventing long-lived TCP ows from ever inducing conges-
tion. It also prevents shorter round-trip time (RTT) ows
from grabbing more than their fair share of bandwidth. Con-
sequently, GREEN ensures much higher fairness between
ows than other queue-management schemes.

Initial work on GREEN evaluated the performance of an
ideal GREEN router, which was assumed to have global
knowledge of each individual ow's RTT. Furthermore,
the algorithm was susceptible to severe under-utilization
of the link bandwidth in the presence of short-lived or
low-bandwidth ows. To address these shortcomings, we
present an incentive-based solution where ows bene�t by
embedding their current RTT estimates in the TCP header.
We then present results for an IDMaps-based solution where
the router estimates a ow's RTT by performing lookups in
a local IDMaps database. Simulation results demonstrate
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that our algorithm is resilient for both long-lived as well as
short-lived and low-bandwidth connections.

1. INTRODUCTION
Network congestion induced by TCP traÆc leads to lost
packets, wasting all the resources that the packet con-
sumed on its way from source to destination. Active queue-
management (AQM) schemes such as RED [8], Blue [4],
AVQ [12], REM [1], and PI [10] actively detect congestion
early and appropriately react to impending congestion that
would otherwise �ll the queue and cause a burst of packet
drops. REM, PI, and AVQ are designed to increase the
link utilization at a router while maintaining small queue
sizes. However, they do not provide adequate fairness, which
is sacri�ced at the cost of higher utilization. While RED
and Blue were designed to stabilize queue sizes at low lev-
els, Flow Random Early Drop (FRED) [14] and Stochas-
tic Fair Blue (SFB) [5] improve on their performance by
operating at the ow level. FRED and SFB attempt to en-
hance throughput-fairness between ows by penalizing ows
of higher bandwidth, but we show that these approaches do
not perform well with ows that have widely varying RTTs.

GREEN [6] is a proactive queue management (PQM) scheme
which regulates TCP ows over the same link to a fair send-
ing rate, and hence, prevents them from inducing conges-
tion. GREEN does so by using the knowledge of TCP's
steady-state behavior. Feng et al. [6] present promising pre-
liminary results for a GREEN router, which exhibits high
fairness with ows of widely varying RTTs. However, their
design su�ers from severe under-utilization in the presence
of short-lived or low-bandwidth ows. Furthermore, the au-
thors assume global RTT knowledge of ows at the router.
In this paper, we provide a practical algorithm for GREEN
and show that our approach achieves high link utilization in
the presence of short-lived or low-bandwidth ows. We pro-
pose stateless RTT estimation techniques for GREEN and
show how a high degree of fairness is achieved. Hence, our
solution is practical for realistic deployment and overcomes
several limitations of GREEN, as proposed in [6].

GREEN's congestion-preventing, proactive, queue-
management scheme is based on a mathematical model of
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the steady-state behavior of TCP's congestion-avoidance
algorithm [15]. GREEN ensures that well-behaved TCP
ows can be regulated to receive their fair share of the
link bandwidth while simultaneously maintaining high link
utilization and low packet loss. However, this mathematical
model relies on the ability of the router to infer the RTT
of a ow. Feng et al. [6] presented results for an ideal
GREEN router that was assumed to have access to RTT
information and the number of active ows. We propose a
practical solution for GREEN based on two RTT estimation
techniques: (1) embedded RTTs where senders include
current RTT estimates within the TCP header and (2) the
use of a service like IDMaps [9], an Internet host-distance
estimating service. We also include an estimator for the
number of ows. While IDMaps does not provide exact
RTT estimates, we examine the impact of an IDMaps-based
solution and show that even in the face of moderately
inaccurate RTT estimates, GREEN still outperforms other
ow-based AQM schemes, such as FRED and SFB, in terms
of fairness, while still maintaining high link utilization and
low packet loss. We also discuss the impact of short-lived
and low-bandwidth ows and show how our algorithm for
GREEN is able to perform well under such conditions. All
our results are based on simulations using the ns-2 [17]
simulator.

Our main contribution is to provide an algorithm for
GREEN that is practical to deploy and maintains high uti-
lization and fairness in the face of ows with widely-varying
RTTs and in the presence of low-bandwidth and short-lived
connections.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present the basic algorithm for GREEN. Section 3 briey
discusses the placement of GREEN routers. In Section 4 we
discuss various AQM techniques and motivate the compar-
ison of GREEN with FRED and SFB. Section 5 describes
RTT estimation techniques for GREEN based on RTT in-
formation being embedded within the header and based on
IDMaps. Section 6 describes our experimental setup for
comparing the various queue-management schemes. In Sec-
tion 7 we evaluate our implementations of GREEN FRED,
SFB, and Droptail using three sets of experiments. Sec-
tion 8 briey discusses GREEN's state and computational
requirements, and we �nally conclude in Section 9.

2. ALGORITHM
GREEN applies knowledge of the steady-state behavior of
TCP connections at the router to drop (or mark) packets
intelligently for congestion noti�cation. By using such a
mechanism, a router can give each connection its fair share
of bandwidth. The throughput of a TCP connection de-
pends, among other factors, on its round-trip time (RTT)
and the probability that its packets are dropped in the net-
work. Speci�cally, Mathis et al. [15] show that a connec-
tion's throughput satis�es the following equation under cer-
tain simplifying assumptions:

BW =
MSS � c

RTT �pp (1)

where BW is the bandwidth or throughput of the connec-
tion, MSS is the maximum segment size, RTT is its round-
trip time, and p is the packet-loss probability for that con-

nection. The constant c depends on the acknowledgment
strategy that is used (i.e., delayed or every packet) and
whether packets are assumed to be lost periodically or at
random.

In general, this model may not be applicable in environ-
ments where there are sustained multiple packet losses for
a ow within a single RTT (causing repeated timeouts).
This model may also not apply to very short connections
that never reach steady state, or to connections whose win-
dow sizes are arti�cially limited by the receiver's ow-control
window. For our analysis, we �rst assume that all connec-
tions satisfy the assumptions required for this model. Specif-
ically, our simulations focus on long-lived FTP connections
that are able to attain their steady-state bandwidths. We
then relax this assumption and show how this model can
be used even in the face of low-bandwidth and short-lived
connections.

Now, let us consider a scenario where there are N active
ows at a router on a particular outgoing link of capacity
L. In GREEN, an active ow is a TCP source that has out-
standing data to be sent. If a ow has had at least 1 packet
go through the router within a certain interval, or window,
of time, GREEN assumes that the ow is still active. The
fair-share throughput of each ow is L=N (assuming each
source attempts to transmit at least at that rate). Substi-
tuting L=N for BW in Equation (1), we derive the following
expression for loss probability p:

p =

�
N �MSS � c

L� RTT

�2

(2)

By using this value of p as the drop probability for con-
gestion noti�cation, GREEN \coerces" ows into sending
at their fair rate. Note that GREEN applies this marking
probability to all arriving packets, where the value of p de-
pends on the ow. Because p depends on the number of
ows and the round-trip time of each ow, congestion no-
ti�cation is more aggressive for large N and small RTT .
By including RTT as an inverse parameter in the equation,
GREEN eliminates the bias of favoring TCP connections
with smaller RTTs with respect to throughput [13]. (Recall
that TCP connections with smaller RTTs can increase their
window size faster due to the smaller RTT and are there-
fore more aggressive. Hence, these ows grab more than
their fair share of bandwidth, which leads to this bias.)

This drop policy gives extremely good results in terms of
fairness when all ows are long-lived, high-bandwidth ows
(e.g., FTP). But when there are low-bandwidth ows present
(e.g., there may be several 56-Kbps dial-up connections
through the router), these connections cannot use their \fair
share" as allotted by GREEN. As a result, utilization su�ers
since low-bandwidth ows do not use their entire fair share
of bandwidth. To compensate for this, we �rst observe that
the low-bandwidth connections are using less than their fair
share or are bottlenecked at some other link. Let the remain-
ing available bandwidth (after accounting for the aggregate
bandwidth used by the low-bandwidth ows) at the GREEN
router be L0. Let the remaining number of ows be N 0. We
would like to allocate L0=N 0 as the fair share to the remain-
ing ows. If we recalculate drop probabilities based on these
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values, then we can utilize the remaining bandwidth at the
GREEN router. In reality, it is diÆcult to estimate these
values without maintaining per-ow state. Instead, we ob-
serve that N 0=L0 = (t)N=L, where (t) is some constant at
time t. We propose a simple negative feedback control algo-
rithm to estimate the value of (t) at time t and show how
GREEN performs extremely well; this adaptation parame-
ter results in high utilization of the link while providing high
fairness between ows. Hence, we propose an approach that
corrects for previous limitations of GREEN and show how
GREEN can indeed be deployed practically. The updated
equation for p is:

p =

�
N �MSS � c

(t)� L�RTT

�2

(3)

Using this equation, GREEN can scale (up or down) the
sending rates of senders to adjust the overall link utilization.
Moreover, (t) has a negligible e�ect on short-lived and low
bandwidth ows.

We use the following increase and decrease policies to up-
date estimates of (t). GREEN keeps track of the current
link utilization by counting the number of departures within
a given window of time. This is the same window that
GREEN uses to estimate the number of ows. For simplic-
ity, we use a window of one second. If the current utilization
U(t) is 50%, for example, then we e�ectively need to scale
the bandwidth of each ow by a factor of 2, which would the-
oretically yield 100% utilization of the link (assuming that
each ow is capable at sending at their fair rates). In this
case, (t + 1) = 2(t). However, to avoid oscillations, we
grow (t) at a slower rate and aim to increase utilization
halfway between the current utilization and full utilization.
In our example, we would attempt to reach a target utiliza-
tion of 75% (scaling bandwidth by 1:5 for each ow) yielding

(t + 1) = 1:5(t), or in general (t + 1) = 1+U(t)
2U(t)

(t). We

use this policy when U(t) < 0:98, and hence, GREEN re-
acts to low utilization by increasing sender rates and hence
overall utilization. If there are packet drops at the link that
are induced by full bu�ers, this is an indication of conges-
tion and GREEN reacts by reducing (t) by a multiplica-
tive factor of 0:95, that is (t + 1) = 0:95(t). We use this
value to reduce any wide oscillations in link utilization. Our
experiments show that GREEN maintains high utilization
using these control parameters and reserve further control-
theoretic analysis for future work.

The pseudocode for the GREEN algorithm is shown below.

Enqueue(Packet pkt)

RTT  obtainRTT(pkt)

p 
�
N�MSS�c
�L�RTT

�2

u UniformRand(0,1)
if (u � p) then
drop(pkt)

else

addToQueue(pkt)
end if

if (currentT ime() � lastUpdate � window) then
update(currentUtil, N, queueDrops)

lastUpdate currentT ime()

if (queueDrops > 0) then
  0:95

else if currentUtil < 0:98 then
  1+currentUtil

2�currentUtil


end if

end if

When a packet is received at the GREEN router, GREEN
�rst obtains the packet's RTT (we describe our approaches
for doing so in Section 5). p is the drop probability as cal-
culated by Equation (3). u is a random number selected
over a uniformly-distributed interval [0; 1]. If u � p then
the packet is dropped (i.e., each packet is probabilistically
dropped with the calculated probability p), and otherwise it
is added to the outgoing queue. If the window of time has
elapsed for updating the values of current link utilization
currentUtil, the number of active ows N , and the num-
ber of queue drops due to overow queueDrops, then these
values are updated. Additionally, the value of  is adjusted
based on currentUtil and queueDrops.

3. ISSUES AND PLACEMENT OF GREEN
ROUTERS

Since GREEN calculates p, the drop probability for a ow,
GREEN routers cannot be \composed" since this would al-
ter the overall drop probability for a ow. Hence GREEN is
mainly suited as an edge router, where organizations can en-
force fairness between ows leaving the organization through
a bottleneck link. This ensures that the GREEN drop prob-
ability is applied to a ow only once. For ows that are bot-
tlenecked elsewhere, the overall drop probability for the ow
is not adversely a�ected by the action of a single GREEN
router. Another ideal application of GREEN would be the
outgoing link of an organization with popular FTP servers,
where there are several competing TCP connections, which
are long-lived and have varying RTTs. Another justi�cation
for keeping GREEN routers at the edge is that shorter-RTT
ows, which cause unfairness at a link, are e�ectively lim-
ited closer to the source. Routers in the core of the net-
work usually carry longer-haul ows, where GREEN's algo-
rithms may not be too e�ective. Having GREEN routers
limit shorter-RTT ows closer to the source is more desir-
able since this a�ects ows closer to the source. We hope to
validate this claim more rigorously in future work.

4. RELATED WORK
End-to-end schemes have been proposed to correct for
TCP's bias against longer RTT ows by requiring TCP
senders to increase their congestion windows by a constant
proportional to the square of the RTT [7][19]. However,
these schemes rely on a window constant that is hard to cal-
culate and varies with the topology of the network. More-
over, these changes a�ect TCP's algorithm, and hence, these
changes are not trivial. In this paper we focus on develop-
ing a practical and deployable solution. Thus, we examine
GREEN's performance under a packet-dropping model (as
opposed to a marking model, which relies on ECN-capable
endpoints) and use TCP Reno at the endpoints of our sim-
ulations. Such a solution would only require a GREEN-
capable router; minimal or no modi�cations to the endpoints
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would be necessary.

Since RED [8] was not designed to discriminate between
ows, RED applies the same loss rate to all ows irrespec-
tive of their bandwidths. Flow-RED (FRED) [14] attempts
to remedy this \unfairness" by applying a loss rate to a
ow that is based on its queue-occupancy statistics. Hence,
higher bandwidth ows that consume more resources at the
router receive a higher loss rate.

Because RED relies only on queue-occupancy statistics,
maintaining a stabilized queue is diÆcult without correct
parameterization. Blue [4] proposes a di�erent approach,
which uses link utilization and packet-loss history to man-
age congestion. In particular, Blue increases the marking
probability when packet losses increase and decreases the
marking probability when link utilization decreases. How-
ever, Blue does not discriminate between ows and applies
this marking probability to all ows, irrespective of their
bandwidths.

Stochastic Fair Blue (SFB) [5] tries to correct the above
problem by applying a Bloom �lter [2] to hash ows into
L levels of N bins. Each bin maintains queue-occupancy
statistics for ows that map into that bin and a correspond-
ing drop probability pm. For a given ow, SFB calculates
the marking probability based on queue-occupancy statis-
tics of the various bins. This approach is e�ective in apply-
ing a more aggressive marking probability to ows of higher
bandwidth and a low marking probability to ows of lower
bandwidth. In sum, FRED and SFB are two recent AQM
approaches that attempt to ensure bandwidth-fairness be-
tween ows.

In contrast to the approaches described above, more recent
AQM schemes apply a control-theoretic view to increase the
link utilization at a router. Random Exponential Marking
(REM) [1] relies on REM-capable routers that support ex-
plicit congestion noti�cation (ECN). Congestion measures
are inserted into packets by these routers, and the overall
marking probability is calculated based on this. This re-
sults in high utilization and low delay at the queues. The
Proportional Integral (PI) [10] controller attempts to regu-
late the steady-state value of queue-size. The authors argue
that PI has better theoretical properties and performance
than RED and can stabilize queue sizes at low levels. Adap-
tive Virtual Queue (AVQ) [12] uses a virtual queue with a
capacity less than the capacity of the link. Packets in the
actual queue are marked when the packet induces an over-
ow in the virtual queue. Following this, the link capacities
are recalculated. Such an approach can result in the desired
utilization at a link. While AVQ's performance stability
relies on a delay bound (d), explicit RTT information for
ows is not exploited to provide throughput fairness. These
approaches assume that all ows have the same RTT and
experimental results are based on this assumption. Under
the scenarios that we test, these assumptions do not hold,
and fairness su�ers. Therefore, we believe that GREEN's
main contribution is to provide high utilization and fairness
in the face of ows with widely varying RTTs (as well as in
the presence of short-lived or low-bandwidth ows).

While the above approaches are important in that they in-

crease the link utilization at a router and provide queue
stability, they do not discriminate between ows and hence
cannot ensure bandwidth fairness. In terms of bandwidth
fairness, we expect the behavior of such schemes to be simi-
lar to that of Droptail (FIFO queueing with �nite bu�er) or
RED, so we do not compare GREEN to PI, REM, or AVQ.
Instead we focus on FRED and SFB since they were de-
signed to provide a higher degree of fairness between ows.
Future work could include applying the GREEN algorithm
to AQM schemes designed for higher utilization. For exam-
ple, when such an AQM scheme decides to mark a packet,
a packet from the queue could be picked based on probabil-
ities calculated by GREEN. This would enhance both the
utilization and fairness at a router.

The scheme most similar to GREEN is XCP [11]. XCP
requires signi�cant changes to TCP implementations and
requires a more complicated algorithm. However, like
GREEN, XCP does suggest the use of embedded RTT in
packet headers, amongst other parameters. In this paper,
we present a simple and practical solution based on embed-
ded RTT headers (as well as an IDMaps-like lookup service)
but with no major modi�cations to TCP implementations.

Lastly, CHOKe [18] attempts to enforce fairness by penal-
izing aggressive ows and dropping packets for ows that
occupy more bu�er space than other ows. This philoso-
phy matches that of FRED's; however, this can only slow
down ows after they have already stolen bandwidth from
other ows. CHOKe uses a statistical technique to do this|
it compares each incoming packet with a random packet in
the queue. If they match, CHOKe drops both packets. Oth-
erwise CHOKe applies the regular RED algorithm. We have
noticed that this results in much higher overall drop prob-
abilities for ows and results in very low utilization of the
link. For our simulation setup where RTTs vary widely,
CHOKe appears to perform worse than RED in terms of
fairness and link utilization, and we omit any comparisons
in our simulations.

5. ESTIMATING RTT FOR FLOWS
GREEN's excellent performance comes with a tradeo�|the
router must be able to infer a ow's RTT. Feng et al. [6]
presented preliminary results for a GREEN router where
the RTT was assumed to be known at the router. There are
several ways of observing ows at the router and determining
their RTTs, but these approaches require the use of per-ow
state. Assuming per-ow state, one could simply use Fair
Queueing and get high fairness and utilization at the router.
Hence, to provide any bene�t over Fair Queueing, GREEN
must not use any per-ow state. As a result, we address
this limitation with two approaches: embedded RTTs and
IDMaps.

5.1 Embedded RTTs
The �rst approach requires TCP senders to embed their cur-
rent RTT estimates within the TCP header. This value of
RTT is the ideal value since exact drop probabilities for a
given bandwidth can be calculated for a ow. This requires
that the TCP sender be modi�ed. There are two issues
involved with this. Firstly, the sender TCP agent can lie
about its RTT by specifying much larger RTTs. This would
result in lower GREEN drop probabilities, and thus, the
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ow could get more than the ow's fair share of bandwidth.
Katabi et al. [11] suggest a solution to this problem|such
ows will induce bu�er overows, following which the router
can observe ows for which packets were dropped. If the
ows react (via congestion control) faster than their speci-
�ed RTTs, then these ows can be labeled as malicious and
dealt with accordingly. The second issue is that it is unrea-
sonable to expect that all TCP senders will be modi�ed for
GREEN. This would make GREEN unusable from any prac-
tical standpoint. We suggest the following solution to take
care of this problem. GREEN can maintain two queues|a
GREEN-queue for compliant ows that embed their cur-
rent RTT estimates in the headers and a regular queue for
non-compliant ows that are unmodi�ed TCP senders. The
regular queue can use any other AQM policy or simply a
Droptail policy. It is easy to estimate the number of ows
of each type, and service bandwidths for each queue can be
adjusted accordingly. For example, if there areN1 compliant
ows, and N2 non-compliant ows, then the GREEN-queue
is serviced at a rate of N1

N1+N2

times the link bandwidth, and

likewise, the regular queue is serviced at N2

N1+N2

times the
link bandwidth. This serves two purposes|it ensures that
compliant ows receive their fair share of the link band-
width while non-compliant ows compete (albeit unfairly)
for the remaining bandwidth. It also provides an incentive-
based approach for TCP senders to be incrementally modi-
�ed. Unmodi�ed senders do not gain any advantage, while
modi�ed senders are able to send at their fair rates. We
leave such an implementation for future work, and for now,
concentrate on improving the GREEN algorithm for main-
taining high utilization and fairness at the link. We refer to
GREEN using embedded RTTs as GREEN-Embedded.

5.2 Estimating RTT using IDMaps
IDMaps [9] is a proposed scalable Internet-wide service that
aims to provide Internet distance estimates. For example,
the authors have suggested that IDMaps can be used by
hosts for nearest mirror selection. Such a service is also well
suited to GREEN, which can obtain RTT estimates for ows
using IDMaps. We propose an architecture where GREEN
routers are part of the IDMaps framework, and therefore,
can perform fast lookups in a local IDMaps database. We
acknowledge that IDMaps is currently a theoretical service,
meaning that GREEN cannot rely on IDMaps for actual de-
ployment yet; in the interim, embedded RTTs can be used
for practical deployment. In any case, our results show that
GREEN performs well in the face of unreliable RTT esti-
mates. What is important is that GREEN should treat rel-
atively longer RTT ows di�erently from relatively shorter
RTT ows. For IDMaps, we assume that the RTT esti-
mate can be anywhere between 50% and 200% of the actual
value and show how this assumption a�ects the operation
of GREEN. This assumption is consistent with the goals
of IDMaps, which aims to provide RTT estimates within a
\factor of two" of the actual value.

We also note that there are other proposed techniques for
estimating the RTT between two IP addresses. For exam-
ple, coordinate-based techniques like GNP [16] can be used
for mapping AS-AS distances. IP addresses can be mapped
to their respective ASes for rough RTT estimates. However,
since no real-world data exists for these approaches, we as-
sume RTT-estimating performance close to that of IDMaps.

5.2.1 IDMaps—Architecture
Jamin et al. [9] argue that providing highly accurate delay
estimates (within 5%, for example) is not feasible. Instead
they aim to provide a scalable solution with existing technol-
ogy to provide delay estimates that are accurate to within a
factor of two. Jamin et al. propose the deployment of trac-
ers in the Internet. Tracers maintain raw distances amongst
themselves and address pre�xes (AP). The use of APs, as
opposed to actual IP addresses, makes this solution feasi-
ble, trading o� accuracy for scalability. The delay between
two IP addresses is estimated by calculating the sum of the
delays between the two tracers closest to the two address
pre�xes and the tracer-AP delays.

5.2.2 GREEN using IDMaps
We propose a solution in which GREEN routers also per-
form the duties of tracers and exchange distance information
with other tracers. We do not expect this to add much over-
head to existing traÆc from routing updates. Furthermore,
since GREEN is an edge router, the delays from sources
within the organization to the GREEN router will be fairly
low. GREEN can perform fast lookups in the local IDMaps
database to obtain RTT estimates for a ow, based on the
destination IP addresses (since the source IP address is as-
sumed to be within the organization). GREEN calculates
the drop probability based on the estimated RTT.

The accuracy of IDMaps estimates is sensitive to the num-
ber of tracers and their placement on the Internet. Jamin
et al. have evaluated several graph-theoretic approaches as
well as simple heuristics. In general, the accuracy of esti-
mates increases when tracers are closer to the AP's (Address
Pre�xes). As mentioned earlier, GREEN routers will be co-
located with the APs of that organization, and hence, will
result in more accurate estimates. We refer to GREEN using
IDMaps as GREEN-IDMaps.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MET-
RICS

Here we evaluate and compare the performance of GREEN-
Embedded and GREEN-IDMaps with respect to FRED and
SFB. We make comparisons with FRED and SFB because
these active queue-management schemes are also ow-based.
As a reference point, we include results for Droptail queue-
ing to provide a baseline for assessing performance since this
is the most widespread queueing policy in e�ect on the In-
ternet.

We assume that a router knows the bandwidth (L) of the
attached outgoing link. N is the number of active ows,
i.e., ows that have had at least 1 packet go through the
router within a certain window of time. Since active ows
not experiencing repeated timeouts send several packets per
RTT, we use window = 1sec, which results in near-perfect
estimates in our simulations. We leave more �ne tuning of
the window parameter for future work. In our experiments,
we choseMSS to be 1 KB. We �x the value of c at 1.31, since
we use a \random dropping, acknowledgment per packet"
model [15].

Since IDMaps aims to provide delay estimates within a fac-
tor of two, we simulate the e�ect of IDMaps by estimating
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each RTT to be a uniformly random number between one-
half and two times the actual RTT (as inferred from the
topology). In the absence of real-world data for IDMaps
RTT estimates, we believe that this model will give us an
idea of the worst-case performance of GREEN-IDMaps, as-
suming that IDMaps will usually provide better estimates
than this.

We used ns-2 [17] to evaluate the performance of GREEN
over a network with the topology shown in Fig. 1. We try to
simulate an organizational topology with low latencies to the
\left" of the bottleneck edge router (GREEN). We simulate
connections of varying RTTs for the links on the \right" and
vary their latencies linearly from 1ms to 200ms. This results
in RTTs varying linearly from 72ms to 470ms. N Sources
and N sinks are connected to the routers over 10Mbps links.
We varied the number of ows, N , from 100 to 400. The
bottleneck link has a bandwidth of 155 Mbps and a delay of
30 ms. We set the bu�er size in the GREEN router to be 600
packets, which is roughly the bandwidth-delay product of
the link (581:25 packets), making it consistent with current
practices.

FTP SinksFTP Sources

30 ms

10 Mbps

GREEN
155 Mbps

10 Mbps
5 ms

1 ms

i

N−1

1

N−1

0 0

200 ms

Figure 1: Network Topology

While the background traÆc of each experiment varies, we
start several FTP connections from the leftmost nodes to
the rightmost nodes and run the simulation for 180sec and
evaluate the fairness between the FTP ows. We run the
simulations for that long because unfairness arises from the
long-term e�ects of aggressive shorter RTT ows grabbing
bandwidth from longer RTT ows. We only measure the
fairness between long-term FTP ows; low-bandwidth and
short-lived ows are not of concern because they are usu-
ally una�ected by long-term traÆc. GREEN-Embedded and
GREEN-IDMaps were implemented at the gateway, which
is the bottleneck router in our simulation. All of the metrics
presented in this section | link utilization, fairness, packet
loss, queue size | are measured at this gateway.

6.1 Fairness
As mentioned in Section 2, GREEN attempts to regulate
all TCP ows to their fair share of the outgoing link band-
width. We use Jain's Fairness Index [3] to assess GREEN's
ability to maintain equal bandwidths between TCP ows.
We briey describe how the fairness index is calculated, and
then present our results.

Jain's Fairness Index: Given a set of throughputs

(x1; x2; : : : ; xn), the fairness index is calculated as follows:

f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) =
(
Pn

i=1 xi)
2

n
Pn

i=1 x
2
i

The fairness index always lies between 0 and 1. Hence, a
higher fairness index indicates better fairness between ows.
The fairness index is 1 when all the throughputs are equal.
When all the throughputs are not equal, the fairness index
drops below 1.

6.2 Link Utilization
Here we compare GREEN's performance with other schemes
in terms of overall link utilization. At the end of each sim-
ulation, the overall link utilization is calculated as follows:

utilization =
byte departurest
bandwidth� t

The numerator equals the total number of bytes delivered
by the link during the interval of t sec, and the denominator
equals the total possible bytes that could have left the link
in the same interval.

6.3 Packet Loss
As we will see, (e.g., Fig. 2(d)), the packet-loss percentage
is roughly the same for all ows and stays well below 2%.
Equation (1) provides good estimates when p is the order of
a few percent [15]. Since the overall packet loss stays below
a few percent in our simulations, both GREEN-Embedded
and GREEN-IDMaps are able to limit the rates of ows to
their fair share of bandwidth.

6.4 Queue Size
Queue sizes are sampled at 20ms intervals. The average
and standard deviation were calculated at the end of the
simulation.

7. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section we present three sets of experiments. In all
experiments, we vary the number of foreground FTP ows
from 100 to 400. The �rst set of experiments does not
include any background traÆc. The second set of experi-
ments includes background Pareto traÆc in order to study
GREEN's behavior with short-lived connections such as web
traÆc (so called \web-mice"); these experiments will show
that GREEN is resilient to such background traÆc. In the
third set of experiments, we study GREEN's behavior in the
presence of low-bandwidth ows (e.g., ows that are bottle-
necked at other routers, or are arti�cially limited by TCP's
ow control window). Again we show that GREEN is able
to compensate for such behavior and results in good link
utilization. In particular, the last two experiments in this
set will show how we have overcome a severe limitation of
the older version of GREEN [6]|the inability to maintain
high link utilization in the presence of low-bandwidth and
short-lived ows.

7.1 Experiment 1
7.1.1 Fairness
As shown in Fig. 2(a), GREEN-Embedded provides signi�-
cantly higher bandwidth fairness than the other queue man-
agement schemes. The curve for Droptail shows us the fair-
ness we would expect at most gateways in the Internet today.
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FRED is able to outperform Droptail and SFB because it
queues at least two packets of a ow before marking a packet
from that ow. This provides much better fairness as long
as each ow maintains one to two outstanding packets at the
gateway. SFB exhibits poor fairness because it is sensitive
to varying RTTs between ows, and breaks down under a
large number of connections with varying RTTs [5].

Figure 2(b) best summarizes the bene�t of GREEN's ap-
proach. At the end of our simulation with 200 FTP ows,
we plot the number of packets sent by each ow. We can see
TCP's inherent bias against larger-RTT ows in the curve
for FRED (Droptail and SFB exhibited similar behavior,
and we leave this out for clarity). However, we observe
that GREEN has corrected TCP's bias, and all ows achieve
roughly the same average bandwidths at the end of the sim-
ulation.

GREEN-IDMaps is able to achieve bandwidth fairness much
better than FRED, SFB, and Droptail despite the rough
RTT estimates. While the fairness provided by GREEN-
IDMaps is not as good as that provided by GREEN-
Embedded, we can see that a solution based on IDMaps
is indeed practical and can be deployed in the Internet. The
reason for this is that despite its inaccuracy in RTT estima-
tion, GREEN-IDMaps is able to distinguish between longer
and shorter RTT ows.

Fig. 2(c) shows that GREEN-Embedded achieves compara-
ble link utilization to the other queue management schemes.
However, SFB is able to provide better utilization when
there is lesser contention for the link's bandwidth (fewer
than 150 ows). This is because SFB is able to maintain
more stable queue sizes with lower variance, resulting is
more utilization of the link.

GREEN-IDMaps provides superior fairness compared to
Droptail, FRED, and SFB. Even though IDMaps estimates
can be o� by a factor of two, GREEN is still able to distin-
guish longer RTT ows from shorter RTT ows. This makes
the version of GREEN based on IDMaps attractive since it
has high link utilization as well as a high fairness index, and
does not require any modi�cation to the TCP sender. Hence
it is the simplest solution for deployment, assuming a global
service for RTT estimates.

In Figures 2(e) and 2(f), we see that as the number of ows
increases, the average queue size for Droptail increases more
dramatically than other schemes. In contrast, GREEN-
Embedded, GREEN-IDMaps, FRED, and SFB are able to
keep the average queue sizes low. In our simulations we
observe that the average queue sizes for SFB and FRED
gradually increase with the number of ows. While GREEN
also displays this behavior for smaller number of ows, the
average queue sizes stabilize and is less dependent on the
number of ows. We also note that GREEN's queue sizes
display Droptail like behavior for a small number of ows.
This is because there is less contention for the bandwidth,
and hence GREEN's drop probabilities are very low. As
the number of ows increases (and hence the contention
for bandwidth), GREEN is able to more e�ectively control
queue sizes. We also note that FRED and SFB have the
best performance in terms of queue-size variance (resulting

in less \jitter" for ows). GREEN is also able to keep vari-
ance low, and is comparable to SFB and FRED for a higher
number of ows.

FRED keeps queue sizes low by marking packets beyond a
certain threshold and limiting the amount of bu�er-space for
each ow. SFB does so by increasing drop rates when there
is packet-loss and reducing drop rates when the link is un-
derutilized. Hence, FRED and SFB attempt to dynamically
converge to the correct \operating point" for low queue sizes.
GREEN-Embedded achieves its operating point by calculat-
ing drop probabilities for each ow, based on their fair share
of bandwidth. By ensuring that the aggregate bandwidth of
the ows is equal to the available bandwidth at the link,
there is no sustained buildup in queue length.

Lastly, we note that has the lowest packet-loss since it able to
apply the \correct" drop probabilities to each ow, resulting
in fewer overows at the queue.

In summary, we see that GREEN performs extremely well
even when accurate RTT information is not available. This
is because slightly inaccurate estimates are still e�ective in
di�erentiating between ows of longer RTTs and shorter
RTTs. The use of IDMaps, which is still a proposed ser-
vice that has not yet been deployed, motivates the study of
other practical RTT estimation techniques.

7.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we introduce background Pareto ows
to simulate the presence of web based traÆc|intermittent,
short lived connections. We pair each FTP ow with a
Pareto ow with the same link characteristics. This is es-
sentially two copies of the topology shown in Fig. 1, sharing
the same bottleneck link and GREEN router. One copy
runs the FTP ows discussed in the previous experiments,
and the other copy runs Pareto ows with the following
parameters: packetsize = 1000bytes, bursttime = 2sec,
idletime = 5sec, and rate = 160Kbps.

As the authors of [6] note, (their version of) GREEN will
overestimate the number of contending ows and this will
result in the underutilization of the link. In fact, without our
approach, we would expect GREEN's utilization to be as low
as 50%! This was one of the serious drawbacks of GREEN.
In this set of simulations we show how (t) is able to correct
for this behavior and result in high utilization (comparable
to other schemes) of the link, and hence rendering GREEN
usable in practice.

7.2.1 Results
In Fig. 3(a) we can see that GREEN-Embedded and
GREEN-IDMaps exhibit higher fairness than FRED, Drop-
tail and SFB. The reasons are as explained in Section 6.1.
However as packet loss approaches about 2%, GREEN's per-
formance degrades. This is because the model [15] that
GREEN uses becomes less accurate when there is high con-
tention at the link. The remaining results are similar to that
of Experiment 1. We notice comparable link utilization to
other schemes (Figure 3(b)), low queue sizes (Figure 3(d)),
and low variance in queue size (Figure 3(e)).

7.3 Experiment 3
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In this experiment we pair each FTP ow with a correspond-
ing low bandwidth FTP ow, which shares the same link
characteristics of the FTP ow, except that the links are
set to 56 Kbps to simulate dial-up connections. Again, the
older version of GREEN su�ers from the same drawbacks
as mentioned in Experiment 2, and here we show how (t)
is able to correct for this behavior for low bandwidth FTP
ows.

7.3.1 Results
In Fig. 4(a) we can see that GREEN-Embedded and
GREEN-IDMaps exhibit higher fairness than FRED, Drop-
tail and SFB. The reasons are as explained in Section 6.1.
However as packet loss stays well below 2%, GREEN's per-
formance does not degrade as in Experiment 2. This is be-
cause the background traÆc exhibits lesser variance, and
GREEN is able to share the remaining bandwidth more ef-
fectively with the foreground FTP ows. Hence Experiment
2 (with Pareto background traÆc) shows how the variability
in traÆc does a�ect GREEN's performance for higher traÆc
loads.

Again, we notice comparable link utilization to other
schemes (Figure 3(b)), low queue sizes (Figure 3(d)), and
low variance in queue size (Figure 3(e)).

8. STATE REQUIREMENTS
GREEN-Embedded does not maintain any per-ow state.
This savings, however, comes at the cost of modifying the
TCP senders that embed their RTT estimates within the
packet's header. We believe this is feasible in practice be-
cause GREEN is more appropriate as an edge router. Orga-
nizations can easily deploy modi�ed TCP implementations
within their network for better performance.

The basic operation of GREEN-IDMaps does not require
per-ow state information. N and MSS can be easily es-
timated. Since we propose that GREEN-IDMaps routers
operate as IDMaps tracers, GREEN-IDMaps will maintain
state proportional to the number of tracers deployed in the
Internet. The amount of state used depends on how the trac-
ers are connected through virtual links. This is discussed in
more detail in [9]. The advantage of this method is that
TCP senders do not need to be modi�ed, but this comes at
the cost of deploying an IDMaps-like service, which does not
exist at this point.

FRED keeps per-ow state information for ows that have
packets bu�ered at the link. SFB does not maintain per-
ow state information, but instead, employs a Bloom �lter
[2] to hash ows into L levels of N bins. Each bin maintains
queue occupancy statistics for ows that map into that bin
and a corresponding drop probability pm. Hence, SFB's
state requirement is O(N �L). A discussion on the selection
of L and N is discussed in [5].

Note that the computational requirements for GREEN are
not that demanding. For each packet, GREEN calculates
the corresponding drop probability for that ow. We com-
pare this with SFB, which computes L hashes for each
packet, updates statistics for that ow, and then calculates
the drop probability for that ow.

9. CONCLUSION
Previous work on GREEN [6] su�ered from the drawback of
serious under-utilization at the link in the presence of short-
lived and low-bandwidth ows. Furthermore, the authors
assumed that RTT information was available at the router
and presented results based on this assumption.

In this paper, we propose a practical implementation of
GREEN based on two approaches for estimating a ow's
RTT|embedded RTTs and IDMaps, and discuss their
tradeo�s. We correct the utilization limitation by intro-
ducing the (t) parameter, which we show is able to e�ec-
tively utilize the link-bandwidth in the presence of short-
lived and low bandwidth ows. Our practical version of
GREEN is able to provide superior fairness to other schemes,
while maintaining comparable link utilization, low average
queue size, and low queue size variance. Furthermore, un-
like other stateless approaches that attempt to approximate
Fair Queueing, our approach does not require coordination
between routers, or signi�cant modi�cations to the TCP im-
plementation.
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